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Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Updated: July 19, 2017

Use the Vowpal Wabbit library to perform VW LDA

Category: TeUt Analytics

Module Overview
You can use the Latent Dirichlet Allocation module to group otherwise unclassified teUt into a number of categories. Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) is often used in natural language processing (NLP) to find teUts that are similar. Another common term is topic
modeling.

Generally speaking, LDA is not a method for classification per se, but uses a generative approach. What this means is that you don’t
need to provide known class labels and then infer the patterns. Instead, the algorithm generates a probabilistic model that is used to
identify groups of topics. You can use the probabilistic model to classify either eUisting training cases, or new cases that you provide to
the model as input.

A generative model can be preferable because it avoids making any strong assumptions about the relationship between the teUt and
categories, and uses only the distribution of words to mathematically model topics.

The theory is discussed in this paper, available as a PDF download: Online Learning for Latent Dirichlet Allocatio: Hoffman, Blei,
and Bach

The implementation in this module is based on the Vowpal Wabbit library (version 8) for LDA. For more information, see the
Technical Notes section.

How to use LDA in an eUperiment
To use this module, you pass in a dataset that contains a column of teUt, either raw or preprocessed, and indicate how many categories
you want to eUtract from the teUt. You can also set options for how you want punctuation handled, how large the terms are that you
are eUtracting, and so forth. For details on how to prepare the teUt and configure the module, see How to Configure Latent Dirichlet
Allocation.

When you run the eUperiment, the LDA module uses Bayes theorem to determine what topics might be associated with individual
words. Words are not eUclusively associated with any topics or groups; instead, each n-gram has a learned probability of being
associated with any of the discovered classes.

Results

The module creates these outputs:

The source teUt, together with a score for each category

A feature matriU, containing eUtracted terms and coefficients for each category

A transformation, which you can save and reapply to new teUt used as input

Because this module uses the Vowpal Wabbit library, it is very fast. For more information about Vowpal Wabbit, see the GitHub
repository which includes tutorials and an eUplanation of the algorithm..

Related Tasks
See the Cortana Analytics Gallery for eUamples of eUperiments that use natural language processing in Python, feature hashing, and
other teUt processing techniques.

Latent Dirichlet Allocation https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/mt762914(d=printer).aspx
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How to Configure Latent Dirichlet Allocation

Add the Latent Dirichlet Allocation module to your eUperiment.1. 

As input for the module, provide a dataset containing one or more teUt columns.2. 

For Target columns, choose one or more columns containing teUt to analyze.

You can choose multiple columns but they must be of the string data type.

In general, because LDA creates a large feature matriU from the teUt, you'll typically analyze a single teUt column.

3. 

For Number of topics to model, type an integer between 1 and 1000 that indicates how many categories or topics you want to
derive from the input teUt.

By default, 5 topics are created.

4. 

For N-grams, specify the maUimum length of N-grams generated during hashing.

The default is 2, meaning that both bigrams and unigrams are generated.

5. 

Select the Normalize option to converting output values to probabilities. Therefore, rather than representing the transformed
values as integers, values in the output and feature dataset would be transformed as follows:

Values in the dataset will be represented as a probability where P(topic|document).

Values in the feature topic matriU will be represented as a probability where P(word|topic).

6. 

Select the option, Show all options, and then set it to TRUE if you want to view and then set additional advanced parameters.

These parameters are specific to the Vowpal Wabbit implementation of LDA. There are some good tutorials about LDA in
Vowpal Wabbit online, as well as the official Vowpal Wabbit Wiki.

See this sample for eUamples in version 8 and use of VW in Azure ML.

Rho parameter. Provide a prior probability for the sparsity of topic distributions. Corresponds to VW's lda_rho
parameter. You would use the value 1 if you eUpect that the distribution of words is flat; i.e, all words are assumed
equiprobable. If you think most words appear sparsely, you might set it to a much lower value.

Alpha parameter. Specify a prior probability for the sparsity of per-document topic weights. Corresponds to VW's
lda_alpha parameter.

Estimated number of documents. Type a number that represents your best estimate of the number of documents
(rows) that will be processed. This lets the module allocate a hash table of sufficient size.

Corresponds to the lda_D parameter in Vowpal Wabbit

Size of the batch. Type a number that indicates how many rows to include in each batch of teUt sent to Vowpal Wabbit.

Corresponds to the batch_sz parameter in Vowpal Wabbit.

Initial value of iteration used in learning update schedule. Specify the starting value for the learning rate.

Corresponds to the initial_t parameter in Vowpal Wabbit.

Power applied to the iteration during updates. Indicate the level of power applied to the iteration count during online
updates.

Corresponds to the power_t parameter in Vowpal Wabbit.

Number of passes over the data. Specify the number of times the algorithm will cycle over the data.

7. 
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Corresponds to the epoch_size parameter in Vowpal Wabbit.

Select the option, Build dictionary of ngrams or Build dictionary of ngrams prior to LDA, if you want to create the ngram
list in an initial pass, before classifying teUt.

If you create the initial dictionary beforehand, you can later use the dictionary when reviewing the model. Being able to map
results to teUt rather than numerical indices is generally easier for interpretation. However, saving the dictionary will take longer
and use additional storage.

8. 

For Maximum size of ngram dictionary, type the total number of rows that can be created in the ngram dictionary.

This option is useful for controlling the size of the dictionary. However, if the number of ngrams in the input eUceeds this size,
collisions may occur.

9. 

Run the eUperiment.10. 

Results
The module has two outputs:

Transformed dataset. Contains the input teUt, and a specified number of discovered categories, together with the scores for
each teUt eUample for each category.

Feature topic matrix. The leftmost column contains the eUtracted teUt feature, and there is a column for each category
containing the score for that feature in that category.

For details and an eUample based on customer review teUt, see Understanding LDA Results.

EUamples
For eUamples of how teUt analytics, see these eUperiments in the Model Gallery:

The EUecute Python Script sample uses natural language processing in Python to clean and transform teUt.

Technical Notes
By default, the distributions of outputs for transformed dataset and feature-topic matriU are normalized as probabilities.

The transformed dataset is normalized as the conditional probability of topics given a document. In this case, the sum of each
row equals 1.

The feature-topic matriU is normalized as the conditional probability of words given a topic. In this case, the sum of each column
equals 1.

Occasionally the module might return an empty topic, which is most often caused by the pseudo-random initialization of the
algorithm.

If this happens, you can try changing related parameters, such as the maUimum size of the N-gram dictionary or the number of bits to
use for feature hashing.

More About Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is often used for content-based topic modeling, which basically means learning categories from
unclassified teUt. In content-based topic modeling, a topic is a distribution over words.

Latent Dirichlet Allocation https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/mt762914(d=printer).aspx
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For eUample, assume that you have provided a corpus of customer reviews that includes many, many products. The teUt of reviews that
have been submitted by many customers over time would contain many terms, some of which are used in multiple topics.

A topic that is identified by the LDA process might represent reviews for an individual Product A, or it might represent a group of
product reviews. To LDA, the topic itself is just a probability distribution over time for a set of words.

Terms are rarely eUclusive to any one product, but can refer to other products, or be general terms that apply to everything (“great”,
“awful”). Other terms might be noise words. However, it is important to understand that the LDA method does not purport to capture
all words in the universe, or to understand how words are related, aside from proabilities of co-occurrence. It can only group words
that were used in the target domain.

After the term indeUes have been computed, individual rows of teUt are compared using a distance-based similarity measure, to
determine whether two pieces of teUt are like each other. For eUample, you might find that the product has multiple names that are
strongly correlated. Or, you might find that strongly negative terms are usually associated with a particular product. You can use the
similarity measure both to identify related terms and to create recommendations.

Interpreting LDA Results
To illustrate how the Latent Dirichlet Allocation module works, the following eUample applies LDA with the default settings to the
Book Review dataset provided in Azure Machine Learning Studio. The dataset contains a rating column, as well as the full comment teUt
provided by users.

Sample Source TeUt
This table shows only a few representative eUamples.

During processing, the Latent Dirichlet Allocation module both cleans and analyzes the teUt, based on parameters you specify. For
eUample, it can automatically tokenize the teUt and remove punctuation, and at the same time find the teUt features for each topic.

text

This book has its good points. If anything, it helps you put into words what you want from a supervisor....

I admit, I haven't finished this book. A friend recommended it to me as I have been having problems with insomnia...

Poorly written I tried reading this book but found it so turgid and poorly written that I put it down in frustration. ...

Since borrowing a dog-eared copy from friends who were passing it around a number of years ago, I have not been able to get my
hands on this book which became a short-lived cult favorite

The plot of this book was interesting, and it could have been a good book. Unfortunately, it wasn't. The main problem for me was
that ...

Transformed Sample Data
The following table contains the transformed dataset, based on the Book Review sample. The output contains the input teUt, and a
specified number of discovered categories, together with the scores for each category.

In this eUample, we used the default value of 5 for Number of topics to model. Therefore, the LDA module creates five categories,
which we can assume will correspond roughly with the original five-scale rating system.

The module also assigns a score to each entry for each of the five categories that represent topics. A score indicates the probability
that the row should be assigned to a particular category.

Movie name Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5

this book has its good points 0.001652892 0.001652892 0.001652892 0.001652892 0.9933884
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Movie name Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5

friend recommended it to me 0.00198019 0.001980198 0.9920791 0.001980198 0.001980198

tried reading this book 0.002469135 0.002469135 0.9901233 0.002469135 0.002469135

borrowed it from friend 0.9901232 0.002469135 0.002469135 0.002469135 0.002469135

plot of this book was interesting 0.001652892 0.001652892 0.9933884 0.001652892 0.001652892

Feature Topic MatriU
The other output of the module is the feature topic matrix. This is a tabular dataset that contains the featurized text, , in column
Feature, along with a score for each of the categories, in the remaining columns Topic 1, Topic 2, ...Topic N. The score represents the
coefficient.

Feature Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5

interesting 0.0240282071983144 0.0354678954779375 0.363051866576914 0.0276637824315893 0.660663576149515

was 0.0171478729532397 0.0823969031108669 0.00452966877950789 0.0408714510319233 0.025077322689733

from 0.0148224220349217 0.0505086981492109 0.00434423322461094 0.0273389126293824 0.0171484355106826

plot 0.0227415889348212 0.0408709456489325 0.182791041345191 0.086937090812819 1
0.0169680136708971

reading 0.0227415889348212 0.0408709456489325 0.182791041345191 0.0869370908128191 0.0169680136708971

tried 0.0269724979147211 0.039026263551767 0.00443749106785087 0.0628829816088284 0.0235340728818033

me 0.0262656945140134 0.0366941302751921 0.00656837975179138 0.0329214576160066 0.0214121851106808

to 0.0141026103224462 0.043359976919215 0.00388640531859447 0.0305925953440055 0.0228993750526364

it 0.0264490547105951 0.0356674440311847 0.00541759897864314 0.0314539386250293 0.0140606468587681

friend 0.0135971322960941 0.0346118171467234 0.00434999437350706 0.0666507321888536 0.018156863779311

points 0.0227415889348212 0.0396233855719081 0.00404663601474112 0.0381156510019025 0.0337788009496797

good 0.651813073836783 0.0598646397444108 0.00446809691985617 0.0358975694646062 0.0138989124411206

its 0.0185385588647078 0.144253986783184 0.00408876416453866 0.0583049240441475 0.015442805566858

of 0.0171416780245647 0.0559361180418586 0.0100633904544953 0.087093930106723 0.0182573833869842

borrowed 0.0171416780245647 0.0559361180418586 0.0100633904544953 0.087093930106723 0.0182573833869842

has 0.0171416780245647 0.0559361180418586 0.0100633904544953 0.087093930106723 0.0182573833869842

book 0.0143157047920681 0.069145948535052 0.184036340170983 0.0548757337823903 0.0156837976985903

recommended 0.0161486848419689 0.0399143326399534 0.00550113530229642 0.028637149142764 0.0147675139039372

this 0.0161486848419689 0.0399143326399534 0.00550113530229642 0.028637149142764 0.0147675139039372
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LDA Transformation
The module also outputs the transformation that applies LDA to the dataset, as an ITransform interface.

You can save this transformation and re-use it for other datasets. This might be useful if you have trained on a large corpus and want
to reuse the coefficients or categories.

Refining an LDA Model
Because each task has unique requirements and each corpus has different characteristics in terms of the distribution of terms, typically
you cannot create a single LDA model that will meet all needs.

Instead, we recommend that you try changing the model parameters, use visualization to understand the results, and get the feedback
of subject matter eUperts to ascertain whether the topics are useful.

Measure Accuracy and Coverage
Qualitative measures can also be useful for assessing the results. Measures often used to evaluate topic modeling include:

Accuracy. Are similar items really similar?

Diversity. Can the model discriminate between similar items when required for the business problem?

Scalability. Does it work on a wide range of teUt categories or only on a narrow target domain?

Refine Input TeUt
The accuracy of models based on LDA can often be improved by using natural language processing to clean, summarize and simplify,
or categorize teUt. For eUample, the following techniques, all supported in Azure Machine Learning, might improve classification
accuracy:

Stop word removal

Case normalization

Lemmatization or stemming

Named entity recognition

For more information, see Preprocess TeUt and Named Entity Recognition.

You might also use R or Python libraries for pre-processing of teUt, by using the EUecute R Script or EUecute Python Script modules.

EUpected Inputs

Name Type Description

Dataset Data Table Input dataset

Module Parameters

Name Type Range Optional Default Description

Latent Dirichlet Allocation https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/mt762914(d=printer).aspx
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Name Type Range Optional Default Description

Number of hash
bits

Integer [1;31] Applies when the Show
all options checkboU is
not selected

12 Number of bits to use for
feature hashing

Target column(s) Column
Selection

Required StringFeature Target column name or indeU

Number of topics
to model

Integer [1;1000] Required 5 Model the document
distribution against N topics

N-grams Integer [1;10] Required 2 Order of N-grams generated
during hashing

Normalize Boolean Required true Normalize output to
probabilities. The transformed
dataset will be
P(topic|document) and the
feature topic matriU will be
P(word|topic).

Show all options Boolean True

False

Required False Presents additional
parameters specific to Vowpal
Wabbit online LDA

Rho parameter Float [0.00001;1.0] Applies when the Show
all options checkboU is
selected

0.01 Rho parameter

Alpha parameter Float [0.00001;1.0] Applies when the Show
all options checkboU is
selected

0.01 Alpha parameter

Estimated number
of documents

Integer [1;int.MaUValue] Applies when the Show
all options checkboU is
selected

1000 Estimated number of
documents (Corresponds to
lda_D parameter)

Size of the batch Integer [1;1024] Applies when the Show
all options checkboU is
selected

32 Size of the batch

Initial value of
iteration used in
learning rate
update schedule

Integer [0;int.MaUValue] Applies when the Show
all options checkboU is
selected

0 Initial value of iteration count
used in learning rate update
schedule (Corresponds to
initial_t parameter)

Power applied to
the iteration
during updates

Float [0.0;1.0] Applies when the Show
all options checkboU is
selected

0.5 Power applied to the iteration
count during online updates
(Corresponds to power_t
parameter)

Number of
training iterations

Integer [1;1024] Applies when the Show
all options checkboU is
selected

25 Number of training iterations

Build dictionary of
ngrams

Boolean True

False

Applies when the Show
all options checkboU is
not selected

True Builds a dictionary of ngrams
prior to computing LDA.
Useful for model inspection
and interpretation

Latent Dirichlet Allocation https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/mt762914(d=printer).aspx
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Name Type Range Optional Default Description

Number of bits to
use for feature
hashing

Integer [1;31] Applies when the
option Build
dictionary of ngrams
is False

12 Number of bits to use during
feature hashing

MaUimum size of
ngram dictionary

Integer [1;int.MaUValue] Applies when the
option Build
dictionary of ngrams
is True

20000 MaUimum size of the ngrams
dictionary. If number of
tokens in the input eUceed
this size, collisions may occur

Build dictionary of
ngrams prior to
LDA

Boolean True

False

Applies when the Show
all options checkboU is
selected

True Builds a dictionary of ngrams
prior to LDA. Useful for model
inspection and interpretation

MaUimum number
of ngrams in
dictionary

Integer [1;int.MaUValue] Applies when the
option Build
dictionary of ngrams
is True and the Show
all options checkboU is
selected

20000 MaUimum size of the
dictionary. If number of
tokens in the input eUceed
this size, collisions may occur

Outputs

Name Type Description

Transformed dataset Data Table Output dataset

Feature topic matriU Data Table Feature topic matriU produced by LDA

LDA transformation ITransform interface Transformation that applies LDA to the dataset

EUceptions

Exception Description

Error 0002 EUception occurs if one or more specified columns of data set couldn't be found.

Error 0003 EUception occurs if one or more of inputs are null or empty.

Error 0004 EUception occurs if parameter is less than or equal to specific value.

Error 0017 EUception occurs if one or more specified columns have type unsupported by current module.

See Also
TeUt Analytics
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Database „topic_analysis“

List of tables

• lda 

• lda_id_search_results 

• research_questions 

• search_results 

• search_strings 

• search_strings_for_results 

• topic_analysis 

lda 

(Physical Name: lda) 

Logical Column Name Physical Column Name Type PK Nullable

id (PK) id INTEGER PK NOT NULL

id_topic_analysis  (FK) id_topic_analysis INTEGER NOT NULL

name name LONGVARCHAR NOT NULL

number_of_topics_to_output number_of_topics_to_output INTEGER NOT NULL

conference_selected conference_selected LONGVARCHAR NOT NULL

year_from_selected year_from_selected LONGVARCHAR NOT NULL

year_to_selected year_to_selected LONGVARCHAR NOT NULL

dirname dirname LONGVARCHAR NOT NULL

References

• topic_analysis through (id_topic_analysis) 

Referenced By

• lda_id_search_results referencing (id) 

lda_id_search_results 

(Physical Name: lda_id_search_results) 

Logical Column Name Physical Column Name Type PK Nullable

id (PK) id INTEGER PK NOT NULL

id_lda  (FK) id_lda INTEGER NOT NULL

id_search_result  (FK) id_search_result INTEGER NOT NULL



References

• lda through (id_lda) 

• search_results through (id_search_result) 

research_questions 

(Physical Name: research_questions) 

Logical Column Name Physical Column Name Type PK Nullable

id (PK) id INTEGER PK NOT NULL

id_topic_analysis  (FK) id_topic_analysis INTEGER NOT NULL

name name LONGVARCHAR NOT NULL

References

• topic_analysis through (id_topic_analysis) 

search_results 

(Physical Name: search_results) 

Logical Column Name Physical Column Name Type PK Nullable

id (PK) id INTEGER PK NOT NULL

id_search_strings  (FK) id_search_strings INTEGER NOT NULL

exclude exclude BIT NOT NULL

authors authors LONGVARCHA

R

NOT NULL

title title LONGVARCHA

R

NOT NULL

conference conference LONGVARCHA

R

NOT NULL

year year DATE NOT NULL

first_link_to_abstracttext first_link_to_abstracttext LONGVARCHA

R

NOT NULL

abstracttext abstracttext CLOB NOT NULL

abstracttext_for_lda abstracttext_for_lda CLOB NOT NULL

first_link_to_pdffulltext first_link_to_pdffulltext LONGVARCHA

R

NOT NULL

path_to_pdffulltext path_to_pdffulltext LONGVARCHA

R

NOT NULL



pdffulltext_as_text pdffulltext_as_text CLOB NOT NULL

pdffulltext_as_text_extracted pdffulltext_as_text_extracted CLOB NOT NULL

pdffulltext_for_lda pdffulltext_for_lda CLOB NOT NULL

exclusion_already_done exclusion_already_done BIT NOT NULL

preprocessing_abstracttext_al

ready_done

preprocessing_abstracttext_al

ready_done

BIT NOT NULL

preprocessing_pdffulltext_alr

eady_done

preprocessing_pdffulltext_alr

eady_done

BIT NOT NULL

References

• search_strings through (id_search_strings) 

Referenced By

• lda_id_search_results referencing (id) 

search_strings 

(Physical Name: search_strings) 

Logical Column Name Physical Column Name Type PK Nullable

id (PK) id INTEGER PK NOT NULL

id_topic_analysis  (FK) id_topic_analysis INTEGER NOT NULL

name name LONGVARCHAR NOT NULL

htmlsource htmlsource LONGVARCHAR NOT NULL

References

• topic_analysis through (id_topic_analysis) 

Referenced By

• search_results referencing (id) 

search_strings_for_results 

(Physical Name: search_strings_for_results) 

Logical Column Name Physical Column Name Type PK Nullable

id (PK) id INTEGER PK NOT NULL

id_topic_analysis  (FK) id_topic_analysis INTEGER NOT NULL

name name LONGVARCHAR NOT NULL



References

• topic_analysis through (id_topic_analysis) 

topic_analysis 

(Physical Name: topic_analysis) 

Logical Column Name Physical Column Name Type PK Nullable

id (PK) id INTEGER PK NOT NULL

name name LONGVARCHAR NOT NULL

Referenced By

• lda referencing (id) 

• search_strings referencing (id) 

• search_strings_for_results referencing (id) 

• research_questions referencing (id) 
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#This program is created with the help of code snippets from

#"https://gist.github.com/not-for-me/f0e269015e5681ec56ab"

#and Carson Sievert, "A topic model for movie reviews" at 

https://ldavis.cpsievert.me/reviews/reviews.html at 2017-09-30

library(tm)
stop_words <- stopwords("SMART")
path<-
"C:/xampp/htdocs/topic_analysis/13_execute_LDA/lda_input_execute_ou

tput/Parsing/CC/input/"

mytextcorpus<-Corpus(DirSource(path),readerControl = list(reader=
readPlain,language="en"))
summary(mytextcorpus)

# pre-processing:

mytextcorpus <- gsub("'", "", mytextcorpus) # remove apostrophes

mytextcorpus <- gsub("[[:punct:]]", " ", mytextcorpus) # replace 

punctuation with space

mytextcorpus <- gsub("[[:cntrl:]]", " ", mytextcorpus) # replace 

control characters with space

mytextcorpus <- gsub("^[[:space:]]+", "", mytextcorpus) # remove 

whitespace at beginning of documents

mytextcorpus <- gsub("[[:space:]]+$", "", mytextcorpus) # remove 

whitespace at end of documents

mytextcorpus <- tolower(mytextcorpus) # force to lowercase

# tokenize on space and output as a list:

doc.list <- strsplit(mytextcorpus, "[[:space:]]+")

# compute the table of terms:

term.table <- table(unlist(doc.list))
term.table <- sort(term.table, decreasing = TRUE)

# remove terms that are stop words or occur fewer than 5 times:

del <- names(term.table) %in% stop_words | term.table < 5

term.table <- term.table[!del]
vocab <- names(term.table)

# now put the documents into the format required by the lda 

package:

get.terms <- function(x) {
index <- match(x, vocab)
index <- index[!is.na(index)]
rbind(as.integer(index - 1), as.integer(rep(1, length(index))))

}
documents <- lapply(doc.list, get.terms)
# Compute some statistics related to the data set:

D <- length(documents) # number of documents (2,000)

W <- length(vocab) # number of terms in the vocab (14,568)

doc.length <- sapply(documents, function(x) sum(x[2, ])) # 
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number of tokens per document [312, 288, 170, 436, 291, ...]

N <- sum(doc.length) # total number of tokens in the data 

(546,827)

term.frequency <- as.integer(term.table) # frequencies of terms 

in the corpus [8939, 5544, 2411, 2410, 2143, ...]

# MCMC and model tuning parameters:

K <-3
G <- 5000

alpha <- 0.02

eta <- 0.02

# Fit the model:

library(lda)
set.seed(357)
fit <- lda.collapsed.gibbs.sampler(documents = documents, K =3, 
vocab = vocab,

num.iterations = G, alpha =
alpha, 

eta = eta, initial = NULL, 
burnin = 0,

compute.log.likelihood = TRUE)

theta <- t(apply(fit$document_sums + alpha, 2, function(x) x/sum(x
)))

phi <- t(apply(t(fit$topics) + eta, 2, function(x) x/sum(x)))

mreviews <- list(phi = phi,

theta = theta,

doc.length = doc.length,

vocab = vocab,

term.frequency = term.frequency)
library(LDAvis)

# create the JSON object to feed the visualization:

json <- createJSON(phi = mreviews$phi, 
theta = mreviews$theta, 
doc.length = mreviews$doc.length, 
vocab = mreviews$vocab, 
term.frequency = mreviews$term.frequency)

serVis(json, out.dir =
"C:/xampp/htdocs/topic_analysis/13_execute_LDA/lda_input_execute_ou

tput/Parsing/CC/output/vis/", open.browser = FALSE)
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